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Print-Based Visual Security Features 
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Abstract Security features ensuring the authenticity of banknotes, checks, identity documents, diploma and business docu-

ments as well as of valuable goods are of high importance in today's society. We briefly describe three security features that 

rely on color prediction models. The color prediction models are used both in forward mode to predict a color from given 

surface coverages of the inks and in inverse mode for computing the surface coverages of the inks in order to create a desired 

target color. After describing the security features, we will explain how the cellular ink-spreading enhanced Yule-Nielsen 

modified spectral Neugebauer model works and how it can be applied to create security features. 
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0 Introduction 

In the frameworlc of today's globalization, it is important 

to be able to identify unambiguously any person at any possible 

place. Counteneits of identity documents are widespread and 

create difficulties in many countries. 

There is also a need for additional protection of ban-

knotes and checks. With today's high-pelfonnance desktop 

tools, counteneiters may scan and reproduce images with on-

ly a small degradation in quality. We therefore need protec-
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tive features that are not reproducible with classical cyan, 

magenta, yellow and black inks. 

Besides the identification of persons, it is also necessa-

ry to identify valuable goods. The phannaceutical industry is 

specially concerned by this problem. Counteneited drugs 

may be contaminated or contain the wrong ingredients and 

therefore be hannful to the people's health. Since the produc-

tion of drugs is distributed over many different countries in 

different continents , there is a need for track and trace and 

authentication systems. In addition, retailers or possibly cus-

tomers should be able to verify that a drug is authentic. 
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There is also a need to associate authentication features to 

commercial goods , in order to distinguish between originals 

and counterfeits. 'This applies to all kinds of goods , from luxu-

ry goods such as watches to components of machines and cars. 

1 Document Security: Fundamental As-
pects 

Every security feature may he subject to forgery, given 

enough time and money. The goal of a security feature is to 

make counterfeiting a very difficult task. Therefore, in order 

to protect a given item, there is a need for several security 

features, possibly combined with one another. High security 

is obtained from security features that are individualized, i. 

e. the security itself contains a reference to the document or 

article that is to be secured , e. g. the name of the document 

holder or the product number of a luxury article. Individual-

ized security elements can also be photographed by a smart-

phone, transferred to a Web server and remotely authentica-

ted by that server. 

2 Security Features Relying on a Spe-
cial Substrate or on Custom Inks 

Prints are characterized by a substrate and ink halftones 

printed on that substrate. Security features may rely on a spe-

cial substrate, such as a fluorescent substrate or a metallic 

substrate. They may also rely on inks which differ from classi-

cal cyan, magenta, yellow and black inks. For example metallic 

inks show a specular effect, daylight fluorescent inks have a dif-

ferent reflectance when seen under a UV or a blue illuminant and 

invisible fluorescent inks can only he seen under UV light. 

3 Security Features Relying on Spectral 
Prediction Models 

The interaction of light, ink halftones and substrates can 

be oxxlelled by spectral prediction models [ l - 2 ). The talk 

presotn.s three security features thai all rely on such spectral 
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prediction models. Note that each spectral prediction model , 

under a given illuminant , is also a r.olor prediction model. 

The first security feature enableshiding patterns under 

non-specular viewing conditions and revealing them Wlder 

specular viewing conditions. This is achieved by having a first 

prediction model capable of predicting the colors printed with 

classical cyan, magenta and yellow ( cmy) inks and a second 

model capable of predicting the colors obtained by printing 

with the silver ink and the classical cyan, magenta and yellow 

(sc,m,y.) inks [3 -4). We assume that the image to be ren-

dered is already color separated for the classical cmy inks. The 

first model predicts the color to he rendered at the current lo-

cation within the print and the second model is asked to fit the 

surface coverages of the sc,m,y, inks in order to yield a color as 

close as possible to the color that is to be rendered at that lo-

cation. Since the models are calibrated to work under non-

specular viewing conditions, the patterns imaged with the sc,m, 

y, inks are completely hidden. They are revealed when the 

print is observed under specular viewing conditions. 

The second security feature is based on completely in-

visible inks that have a fluorescent emission when exited un-

der UV light [5}. We use invisible fluorescent inks that upon 

UV excitation emit in the red , yellow and blue wavelength 

ranges, respectively. We measure their emission spectra in 

the visible wavelength range. We obtain the printable fluo-

rescent color gamut by using the spectral Neugebauer predic-

tion model to predict all possible fluorescent colors that can 

be emitted under UV light, when varying the inks' surface 

coverages. This fluorescent gamut is then used for gamut 

mapping. The calibrated spectral Neugebauer prediction 

model also enables establishing the color separation tables. 

This results in a workflow enabling to print full color images 

that are invisible under daylight and visible under UV light . 

The third security feature relies on daylight fluorescent 

inks, i. e. inks that absorb light in the visible wavelength 

range and reemit part of the absorbed energy at higher wave-

lengths. We use the magenta fluorescent ink and the yellow 

fluorescent ink. Both inks provide brighter and more chro-

matic colors, compared with classical magenta and yellow 



inks. Patterns to be hidden under normal daylight or under 

artificial light are printed with a combination of the classical 

and of the daylight fluorescent inks. Both the classical inks 

and combinations of classical and daylight fluorescent inks 

are each one characterized by a calibrated cellular Yule-

Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model ( 6]. When a 

given color is to be printed and is located within the pattern 

that is to he hidden, the fluorescent ink color prediction 

model is asked to compute the ink surface coverages necessa-

ry to yield the desired color. This enables hiding the authen-

tication patterns under normal light and revealing them under 

blue light or under UV light [7]. 

4 Spectral and Color Prediction Models 

Both in classical color reproduction workflows and to im-

plement various security features , it may he necessary to he a-

ble to predict the color of a print sample seen by a human be-

ing under specific illumination and observation conditions. Most 

color prediction models rely on the reflectances of the Neuge-

bauer primaries, i.e. the reflectances of the fulltone inks a-

lone, of the superpositions of fulltone inks and of the paper. In 

the simple spectral Neugebauer model , the predicted reflec-

tance is a weighted swn of the reflectances of the Neugebauer 

primaries, where the weights are given by their surface cm•era-

ges. In the case of independently printed layers of inks, the 

Demichel equations [8] enable computing the area coverages 

of the Neugebauer primaries, e. g. in the case of cyan, magen-

ta and yellow inks, the areas a~ of white, a, of cyan, a .. of 

magenta, ayof yellow, a, of red (yellow + magenta) , a
8 

of 

green (yellow + cyan) , ab of blue (cyan + magenta) and a4 

of chromatic black (cyan + magenta + yellow) . 

The more sophisticated Yule-Nielsen modified spectral 

Neugebauer model perfonns the weighted average of the re-

flectances in a power function space. In this widely used 

model , the spectral reflectance R ( A ) 11 
• of a color halftone 

is predicted as a weighted sum of the reflectances Ri ( A ) 11 " 

of the primaries , where weight ai is the area coverage of the 

/ Neugebauer primary, Ri ( .A ) is reflection spectrum and n 

the Yule-Nielsen value accounting for the lateral propagation 

of light, i. e. accounting for the optical ·dot gain: 

(I) 

The scalar value n that accounts for the lateral propaga-

tion of light in halftones is a function of the halftone dot fre-

quency and of the halftone dot profile (9] . In general , n is 

between 1 and 100 or between - I and - 100 [ 10] . Its 

value is chosen so as to minimize the difference between 

measured and predicted reflection spectra on a limited set of 

halftone model calibration samples. 

The Yule-Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model 

is further enhanced by performing a cellular sub-division of 

the ink surface coverage space into sub-domains. Each sub-

domain, for example the subcuhe formed by ink coverages 

varying between 0 and 50% (Fig. 1), forms itself a Yule-

Nielsen modified spectral Neugebauer model defined by 8 of 

the 27 primary reflectances. 
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Fig. I Sub-domain with nominal smface coverages between 
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Within a sub-domain, the predicted reflectance is cal-

culated by first normalizing the surface coverages c , m, y he-

tween the lowest ( e1, m1, y1 ) and the highest ( eh , mh, Yh) 

surface coverages in the current sub-domain : 

e-el m-mz :; r-rz c'::: - - m'= - --y' 
ch - cl mh - mz Yh - Yz 

(2) 

Then with the Demichel equations, one calculates the 

area coverages of the "pseudo" Neugebauer primaries: 

a' .. = (1-c') (1-m') (1-y'); a',= (1-c')m'y' 

a', :::c'(l-m')(l-y'); a'
8 

=c'(l-m')y' 

a',. =(1-c')m'(l-y'); a'6 =c'm'(l-y') 

a'_.= (1-c') (1-m')y'; a'k =c'm'y' 

(3) 
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The reflectances within a sub-domain are predicted as a 

function of the nonnalized area coverages a', of the "pseu-

do" Neugebauer primaries and the sub-domain vertex reflec-

tances R, ( l) : 

R ( A ) pred = [ L, a', . R, ( A ) •t•] • (4) 

In order to account for ink spreading , one further fits the 

effective nonnalized surface coverages of the inks at the center 

of each subcuhe by minimizing the squared distance between 

the measured and the predicted reflectance vectors. For exam-

ple , for the sub-domain shown in Fig. 1 , effective normalized 

surface coverages of the three inks are fitted by having the pre-

dicted reflectance as close as possible to the reflectance meas-

ured at nominal surface coverages of c =0. 25, m =0. 25 andy 

= 0. 25. By linear interpolation , we obtain one ink spreading 

curve per ink and per sub-domain (Fig. 2). 

0 

' ' 

/Fitted 
'' effective -;r-- normalized 

/ surface 
,'' coverage 

0 0.5 
Nominal normalized 
ink surface coverages 

Fig. 2 One ink spreading curve per ink and per sub-domain 
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At reflectance prediction time , using the ink spreading 

curves , nominal normalized ink surface coverages are converted 

to effective normalized ink surface coverages which are then in-

serted into Eqs. ( 3 ) to obtain the effective area coverages of 

the "pseudo" Neugebauer primaries. These effective area 

coverages are then inserted into Eq. ( 4) to obtain the predicted 

reflectance. 

Under a given illuminant, one may deduce from the re-

flectanceof a sample its CIE-XY2 tristimulus values accord-

ingto the CIE 2" standard observer. One may then convert 

these tri-stimulus values to CIELAB [ 11] . These predic-

tion models can be used in order to populate the ICC profiles 

for color reproduction , for example for the characterization of 

printers. 

Thanks to optimization methods such as gradient de-
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scent, these prediction models can be used to obtainthe sur-

face coverages yielding a desired printed color. This is espe-

cially useful for creating security features which are hidden 

under some viewing conditions and revealed under other vie-

wing conditions. 

5 Conclusions 

Color prediction models are extremely useful for creating 

security features. There is one set of inks for creating the se-

curity foreground patterns and another set of inks for creating 

the background. Under a certain illumination such as day-

light or under a certain viewing geometry, both sets of inks 

produce the same colors. Under a different illumination, 

such as blue light, or under a different viewing geometry, the 

two sets of inks produce very different colors and the hidden 

security patterns become apparent. 

Thanks to well calibrated color prediction models, we 

can obtainthe exact ink surface coverages of a set of inks to 

be printed in order to obtain a certain color under a given il-

lumination or for a given viewing geometry. Color prediction 

models also enable us to predict how far apart the color prin-

ted with one set of inks is from the color printed with another 

set of inks. Therefore, we can optimize the trade-off specif-

ying how well we can hide the patterns under some illumina-

tion and viewing conditions and how well we can see them 

under other illumination and viewing conditions. 
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